PRESS RELEASE

MORE THAN JUST A LID FOR SKOTTI:
There is now a multifunctional add-on for the one and only
collapsible gas grill
Meerbusch/Germany. There is now a versatile solution available for the first ever collapsible gas
grill: the Skotti cap. It is a lid, a windshield, a rotary spit, a pizza oven and much more - all in one.
The most unique feature is the lid handle, which is also a grill tong with a built-in bottle opener.
The Skotti cap follows the same stuck-on principle as the Red Dot Award winning Skotti grill itself.
It is composed of five flat stainless steel parts and three handle parts: the top part, which is made
of 8mm aluminum, and two acacia-wood rods.
The Skotti cap can be set up depending on what you want to do and what you want to grill: You
can use it as a simple windshield with two or three panels or add more pieces and mount a rotary
grill spit. Closed at the top and open on one side, Skotti serves as a pizza oven. All five stainless
steel parts make it a complete cover. And if you insert the grill tong into the two holes of the long
side parts, you get your handle.
“Skotti does not necessarily need a lid. Its basic model is already very strong, so for a classic
BBQ it works perfectly without a lid. But our Skotti fans have asked for one. And it is true that it
comes in handy on very windy days or at breezy BBQ sites and for recipes beyond the regular
steaks and sausages, such as bread, pizza, fish, spit-roasted food and long-cooking cuts”, says
Skotti inventor Christian Battel. “We are simply passionate about functionality, and there has not
been a solution like it in the market so far. So we made a handle out of the requested grill tong
(when grilling no one knows where to put it anyway) and integrated a cap lifter into the top part.”
All individual Skotti cap parts can either be carried in the canvas bag they are delivered in or put
easily into the Skotti bag. Skotti cap is available for 79 Euros as of end-July at www.skottigrill.eu/shop.
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About SKOTTI: SKOTTI, the first collapsible gas grill, was invented and brought to market by Christian Battel in 2018. It is composed
of eight stainless steel parts and a gas hose. It weighs only 3kg, can be set up very easily and fits in any hiking backpack, bike rack,
balcony or picnic rug. In 2019 Skotti received the Red Dot Award in the category Product Design. Its design and multifunctionality, its
plug-and-play system and the light-weight, easy-to-carry yet high-quality grill innovation convinced the jury. SKOTTI works with any
standard gas cartridge for camping with a propane/butane gas mixture according to EN 417 for standard screwable cartridges (7/16 x
28 UNEF threads). It can also be operated with a large propane gas bottle when connected to an appropriate adapter. If you leave
aside the burner pipe and baffle plates, SKOTTI also works with coal and can be used as a fireplace. The grill is available for 159
Euros at www.skotti-grill.eu.

